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Editor's
Letter

We have loved spending time with the entire team, learning how to use the cursed
Canva and edit articles ranging from ‘Mysteries of the Deep’ to ‘DALLE-2 and the
Future of AI Art?’. The Penguin is such an integral symbol of SHHS students and the
wacky range of things we’re interested in. It has been a privilege to work with such an
amazing team for the last year. 

We want to give our thanks to Ella for all her hard work as Head of Visuals in this past
year. The work she has put into making the editions as beautiful as they always are is
irreplaceable. Also, to Izzy who has kept us all organised and the rest of the Year 13s
who have edited and shown such perseverance to get things done. We could not have
done any of this without Ms Pearce who has supported us and provided advice as well
as a helping hand with our editions.

Finally, we are excited to announce that we are going to enter our final edition into
the SHINE Awards – a competition we enjoyed great success in last year and hope for
more this year. 
We’ve learnt so much and can’t wait to see what the new 
team of Year 12s will do in the new year.

We hope you have a cosy winter and a final Happy 
Holidays from us!

Ruby & Madeleine
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The                     Controversy 

Have you ever spotted a nice box of celebrations on the table and opened them to find it only Bountys were left?
Well, you wouldn’t be alone in feeling distraught at the sight. 

The Bounty debate is one that’s been going on for as long as Celebrations have been around, but I’m here to settle
that and say Bounty Free Celebration boxes are the way forward. By removing Bountys, room is being created for
more of the better chocolates such as Maltesers Teasers and Galaxys (which were voted the top two favourite
Celebrations across the nation at 39% and 29% respectively). There’s a reason there are never enough Teasers –
everyone loves them, so why wouldn’t we want more of them? On top of that, a study done by the Liverpool Echo
suggests that both variations of Galaxy are the chocolate that appear the least, despite being one of the nation’s
favourites. 

Now, there seem to be a lot of people out there who couldn't be happier with this new anti-bounty news. However,
some of us understand the subtle nuances of the chocolate/coconut combo and are righteously angry with the
decision. Having stated this, I think it's right to say I like Bounties but even if you don't, it shouldn't mean their right
to a place in the Celebrations should be stripped.

Firstly, the bar itself, the sharp snap of chocolate gives way to a soft pillow of desiccated coconut subtle in its
sweetness. Slight ridges of thicker chocolate lining the top to allow for harsher cracks when you bite it. It's the
classic dessert truffle that's matured into a less sickly sweet and more sophisticated chocolate nibble.

Although, this coconut is the peak of chocolate flavours I won't force my opinions on you. The texture can be a lot
for people with a less refined pallet and perhaps coconut isn't your favourite but personal taste is a matter of
individual joy when diving into your delicacy of choice.

The idea and ethos behind the Celebrations box is that it's designed for compromise. It
tries to have something for everyone, which in turn means it won't fully be for anyone.
For every Green Triangle there is an Orange Cream and for every Twix there must be a
Bounty. When buying a Celebrations box you take the risk that you won't enjoy every
type of chocolate and accept that everyone else has the right to enjoy their
(somewhat questionable) favourites. Despite the misleading small size of each
chocolate bar, celebrations are made to be shared.

Before you argue that 'it’s not that deep' or perhaps 'it’s not actually a human right',
let me remind you that in these trying times chocolate should bring the nation closer
together, not split it apart. We must band together in protest of the rapidly shrinking
sizes of tins and bars and hope we stick through it - like a fudge or toffee eclair.

However, I think the real issue here is the mere concept of a Bounty is ridiculous.
Coconut is a smell I love, hence why I use a coconut hand-cream. I don’t want to
be eating a chocolate that smells (and theoretically tastes) like a hand-cream;
it’s absurd! The official description of a Bounty is: ‘Moist, tender coconut, covered
in thick milk chocolate’. May I ask when we started describing fruits as though
they were a piece of sirloin steak? I’m certainly not looking for moist candy.

Bountys have previously been and always will be below an F-Tier chocolate. It’s
insane to think that we still sell them despite many countries (including the
USA) no longer selling them. If we want to make the nation happy by giving
them more of their favourite Celebrations then saying hasta luego to the
Bountys is the right move. 

By Emma Y(12)
and Emily Y(12)



Virgo (Aug 23 - Sep 22)
Your proudest moment was when you got 100%
on the geography countries test and all your
year 7 notes are in calligraphy with eight
different highlighter colours 

Hampstead Horoscopes
Aries (Mar 21 - Apr 19)
You regularly fall asleep in class and join
house debating for a joke but end up leaving
everyone speechless 

Taurus (Apr 20 - May 20)
You spend your time on the third floor sofas
eating the canteen chocolate muffins and
wear PE kit every day

Gemini (May 21 - Jun 21)
You are the class clown who never fails to buy
(or beg your friends for) canteen cookies at
break time

Cancer (Jun 22 - Jul 22)
You procrastinate like your life depends on it, so
you end up having to do five different events on
sports day because you “forgot to sign up”

Leo (Jul 23 - Aug 22)
You have featured in every house event ever
and spend way too much time looking at
yourself in the bathroom mirrors

Libra (Sep 23 - Oct 22)
You join 11 clubs in year 7 and will reschedule a
music lesson four times with the excuse “Sorry,
I have a club then”

Scorpio (Oct 23 - Nov 21)
You inevitably get told off for wearing
eyeliner and nail polish, as well as for dying
your hair a new colour every school year 

Sagittarius (Nov 22 - Dec 21)
You shout at everyone in netball and football
but outside the MUGA you’re actually friendly
with everyone 

Capricorn (Dec 22 - Jan 19)
You are a fountain of knowledge and the
teacher’s pet which means your destiny is to
become head girl

Aquarius (Jan 20 - Feb 18)
You and your close knit group of friends spend
time in “The Oasis of Calm” analysing social
constructs while munching on grab and dash
cereal bars 

Pisces (Feb 19 - Mar 20)
You can be found blocking corridors while
hugging your friends goodbye or on the whole
school photo pulling a funny face 



The Pros and Cons 
of Thrifting
Thrifting in charity shops and markets has
become a very popular thing to do
because influencers and environmentalists
have said it’s something everyone can do
to cut down on waste. Instead of buying
clothes first-hand, you can buy quality
clothing from these places for a 
cheaper price and 
they won’t go to 
waste. 
Locations have 
spanned from 
Covent Garden 
to Camden 
Market to the very famous Brick Lane. It’s a
huge trend especially among teenagers
today but could it be more harmful than
we think? 

More than 57% of clothes get thrown away
even though 95% of this can be used. The
effect this has on the environment is
drastic with piles and piles of landfill
ending up in green spaces. This is exactly
why the thrifting initiative started - to
reuse clothes that would otherwise be
discarded. Whether you like it or not,
climate change is dawning upon us quickly
so why wouldn’t we want to do as much as
we can to stop waste? However, despite
the popularity of thrift markets and charity
shops, the stock won’t decrease as more
people will be encouraged to donate and
more shops will open up as well. This is
also helpful as when more people are
buying from charity shops, more money
goes to the less fortunate.

As thrifting is so popular, the prices will
rise because of the rule of supply and
demand. More people are wanting to go
to these markets and shops because it’s
so trendy, so the prices will go up
because so many people want those
items. This is a problem because thrifting
and charity shops are a place where
clothes are affordable and before they
became trendy, the demographic was
mainly people who couldn’t afford first-
hand clothes so had to buy second-hand.
Now that the prices are increasing it will
be harder for some people to buy clothes
from there. This is unfortunate since a lot
of the new people buying from here are
often influencers who clearly do have
enough money to buy clothes from
designer shops. This is not the only
problem. If so many people are buying
from these places availability goes down                
which means there’s also a limited                
selection for people who really
need the clothes. This leads 
to these people having to 
buy from other cheaper 
alternatives such as fast fashion stores
which contribute to so much waste. 
 
Thrifting has an environmental positive
but a socioeconomic negative as it puts
those who can only buy second-hand
clothes in a difficult position as they then
turn to fast fashion stores which cause
even more waste. 
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Bomber jackets
These jackets are reporting for duty
this season as they are both light to
carry around with you and will keep
you warm on autumnal mornings.
They can be paired with many
different items such as jeans,
tracksuits and crop tops. This
luxurious rebrand of an army
essential has a vintage feel with
leather material and amplified
patterns. My personal favourite is
Isabel Marant’s take on this trend as
it’s both classy and minimalist. 

AUTUMN
FASHION TRENDS

This autumn, trends are centred around outfits that are perfect for any
time and place with staple clothes being dressed up. This includes maxi
skirts, plain white tank tops, bomber jackets and oversized blazers which
have been embellished with sequins, glitter and ribbons. 

Shorter days, longer skirts 
Summer is over, and we’re now wearing maxi
skirts more than ever. From A-line cuts to layered
skirts, there’s so many styles that the runway has
to offer for this autumn. These differing styles
mean maxi skirts are something you can wear
everyday as they’re perfect for professional
settings and still incredibly stylish. Personally, I
love the denim maxi skirts which you can get
from urban outfitters with designs varying from to
patterned prints to bejewelled pockets. 



Now more than ever older styles are coming back into fashion in multiple
ways. We’re seeing a more minimalistic and staple based wardrobe this
autumn which reminds us of the 90s and the early noughties, and we are
definitely here for it. 

The Elvis Effect
Austin Butler starred in one of the biggest
blockbusters of the year, Elvis. Not only did the
film inspire many- and I mean many- fan edits
but it also inspired fashion designers to return
to retro fashion. As the summer ends and
people are going back to work, runways are
showcasing the neatness of the 50s as well as
the vintage 60s going on to the savage 70s.
Marc Jacobs styled his models in polka dot
black and white looks which were presented
with zebra printed midi dresses courtesy of
Provenza Schouler. 

A Minimalist Moment 
One of my favourite trends this season is a
90s minimalist approach to formal dresses
which is inspired by Karl Lagerfeld and
Miuccia Prada. The look is low slung trousers,
low waisted skirts, plain vests with a neutral
palette and a natural makeup look. A
completely different aesthetic to what the
summer was, this perfectly introduces the
new season. 

Keya, Y10



J. R. R. Tolkien explained
the enormous amount of
time he spent creating
languages as due to his
‘philology’ or love of
words. It is clear, through
the methodical rules and
history behind his
languages, that it was all
done out of a passion for
linguistics and an
appreciation of the
beauty of language. He
dedicated so much to the
creation of the language
of Elves, Orcs, and
Dwarves in his world of
Middle Earth that he
ended up translating
poems and prayers into
them. Tolkien is notorious
for his particular style of
enriching his worlds – he
has footnotes for created
councils and their
opinions on certain
matters within a fantasy
world, an entire chapter
dedicated to describing
how a certain species
functions, piles of history
behind each one of his
events that can be traced
back centuries. His
languages are not free of
this detail and Tolkien’s
passion.

The language I want to
take a look at more
specifically, as it is where
Tolkien’s  

The history of the language
starts with Qenya, which later
became the dialect Quenya –
something that is heavily
influenced by Finnish, rooted in
Tolkien’s interest in both Nordic
languages and mythology. Many
have called the earlier Quenya
the Elvish version of Latin – as
Hoyt describes this is because it
is not spoken but instead
‘reserved for poetry, for song, for
lament, for magic.’ Even Tolkien
himself called it ‘Elf-Latin.’
However, when reading The
Fellowship of the Ring – the first
book in his series, the first elvish
words spoken are in Quenya:
Frodo, in Chapter 3 greets elves
with elen síla lúmenn’
omentielvo or ‘a star shines on
the hour of our meeting’. The
elves are highly 

impressed by this, and value
the weight that the poetic
words in Quenya mean for the
respectful way he greets
them.

Quenya is influenced in a
phonological sense (i.e.,
sound’s relationship with
language) by Finnish, but
borrows many grammatical
rules from Latin and Greek.
One of the most fascinating
things about Quenya to me is
that it is an agglutinating
language, which means that
many affixes can be added to
a word to change its
grammatical function. One
Quenyan word can be an
entire sentence in English: for
example, ecénientes means
‘they have seen it.’
 
Here is an example of a
section of a beautiful poem
Nieninque or ‘Snowdrop’
which Tolkien wrote in
Quenya:

 
Norolinda pirucendëa,

Tripping lightly on the point
of her toes,

lendë tanna Nieliccilis,
thither came little Niéle,
sana wendë nieninqueä,

that maiden like a snowdrop,
yan i wilyar antar miquelis.
to whom the air gives soft

kisses.

philology is most obvious, is
Elvish, or the two main strains of
it that burst from Common
Eldarin: Quenya and Sindarin.
Both can be written in Tengwar
which is the name for the elven
script ( Quenyan) 

Tolkien’s World



gaurhoth from gaur which is
‘werewolf’ becomes werewolf-
host.

Here is an example of some
Sindarin text, the whole of
‘Lúthien’s song’ by Tolkien:

Ir Ithil ammen Eruchín
When the Moon, jewel of the

firmament,
menel-vîr síla díriel

shines on the watch for us,
Children of the One,

si loth a galadh lasto dîn!
then flower and tree, listen in

silence!
A Hîr Annûn Gilthoniel,

O Lady of the West, Starkindler,
le linnon im Tinúviel!

to thee I sing, I Nightingale!

The other, most relevant
dialect Tolkien invented
was Sindarin. This is what
you would hear being
spoken in ‘The Lord of the
Rings’ movies most often
and was the spoken
language of the elves at
the time the books were
set, the third age of
Middle-Earth. Some of the
most famous lines have
been said in Sindarin, for
example, Gandalf’s mellon
outside the door to the
Mines of Moria, meaning
‘friend.’ The dialect is
phonologically based on
Welsh which when Tolkien
first heard described as
having ‘a flash of strange
spelling and a hint of a
language old and yet alive.
It pierced my linguistic
heart.’ Sindarin, like Welsh,
has grammatical rules
which means both the
endings of the words and
their first consonants
change depending on the
context in which the word
is used. Interestingly,
Sindarin also has
something called ‘class
plurals’ which are suffixes:
-ath indicates group, so
elenath from elen meaning
‘star’ would become a
‘group of stars’ whilst -
hoth has a negative
connotation which means
‘host’ in a sense, so 

Tolkien survived a war which
made people leave religions,
run from homes, and lose all
hope – still he created a
world filled with love and
courage and friendship and a
rich history behind it. His
experiences in the First World
War reflect his linguistics –
Quenya, the ancient
language of lore and elegy
was created whilst he was a
soldier-in-training, Sindarin
was developed after Tolkien
had survived the Somme, a
language of adventure and
tragedy and war, one that
stories of real living people
could be told in, not the
history of deified figures. Hoyt
puts Tolkien’s attitude to his
created languages
succinctly: ‘it would be easier
to compose an elegant elegy
for the dead than it would be
to order a sandwich’ – the
elegance of Tolkien’s
languages and the poetry
and song he has created out
of it enrich the world of
Middle Earth make the
immersive experience when
reading his books all the more
powerful.

Of Linguistics

By Ruby Y13



ORHas freedom of
speech limited
the feminist
movement?
In the last Senior FemSoc discussion, a
profound and rather controversial question
arose – has the feminist movement limited
freedom of speech? Of course, the simplest
answer would be an immediate ‘no.’ Why
would a global social movement that drives
to better, support and empower half the
world’s population ever be, even marginally
related to, the suppression of our
fundamental rights as individuals, as seen in
‘cancel culture’ and ‘individualism.’ So,
where do we draw the line between morals
and basic freedoms? 

This debate stemmed from the infamous
Andrew Tate, a man who has recently
dominated the media with his controversial
debates and attitudes relating to the
treatment of women, and the way every man
should conduct himself in. He undoubtably
objectifies women and encourages the ill
treatment of them. He then goes onto
support what is deemed ‘toxic masculinity.’
He states that women are men’s property
and that it is a man’s job to provide for them.
So, in a world and society in which there is a
movement to encourage more sensitivity
within men, where we are steering away from
toxic, masculine expectations and fighting
hard to enforce the equal rights of women in
every field, to what extent are his views
dangerous and damaging? Should we put a
stop to this? Or are we living in too much of
an intolerant society, where certain views are
immediately met with hostility, rather than
an attempt to understand them? 

An interesting interview was conducted
regarding Andrew Tate, in which reporters
asked the general public their opinions about
his behaviour and attitudes. Most of them
responded harshly, and immediately
labelled him as an ‘idiot,’ and ‘the worst man
ever;’ but when asked about their reasoning
for a justification for their answer, most
remained silent and or could not answer the
question. This illustrates perfectly society’s
tendency to blindly follow a trend or
expectation that is advertised to them, as
they are fearful of having an individualistic
mind and forming judgements and opinions
based on their own understanding. As a
whole, our generation lacks the ability to
think further, beyond our biases and form a
judgement through considering all sides of
the argument.
 

Or has the
feminist
movement
limited freedom
of speech?

By Harriet (Y7)



We, at Senior FemSoc, aim to empower
women, to expose the underlying issues
within society that need to be changed, but
most importantly we invite all opinions,
thoughts, and beliefs on a multitude of
topics; we encourage freedom of speech
rather than belittling people for having a
different opinion. So, the big question is: can
society adopt this attitude too? 

Nevertheless, a crucial point is also raised:
that society is perhaps becoming too ‘woke,’
and this has partially escalated due to the
Feminist Movement. There are limitations as
to what you can and cannot say freely and
openly; if a woman were to outwardly state
that they were not a ‘feminist,’ they would be
met with intense interrogations and vigorous
repercussions, mainly stemming from
passionate believers in the Feminist
Movement. Whilst their intention may be to
empower women, this tends to become lost
in translation and their passion has now
converted to heavy imposition. Some could
perhaps argue that this is necessary to make
an impactful change, yet this has catalysed
public scepticism, particularly in the older
generations, who now interpret feminism as
an anti-man, violent and dangerous
movement, which is clearly not the intention,
and thus defeats the whole purpose of it.

We should be able to live in a world where
we accept all views and beliefs, despite their
unpopularity. We should teach children to
have individualistic minds, rather than ones
which are influenced heavily by others.
However, there is a thin line between views
which are damaging and ones which are
simply unpopular. The Feminist Movement,
whilst it has brought about significant,
radical change, is now becoming overly
passionate and overly demanding. This is to
the point where it is frowned upon by some
and where freedom of speech has been
suppressed, as the fear of backlash is ever
growing. 

Overall, the general consensus is that
Andrew Tate specifically should be
disregarded. Encouraging immoral actions is
always wrong, and particularly because of
his widespread influence and young,
impressionable audience, his preaching of
misogyny is dangerous as are his ideals and
beliefs that could imprint themselves into
the new generation, mainly young boys.
Henceforth, leading to a delay in equality for
women.



Sunday Morning and
an Exploded Shed

By Harriet Riley

Sunday. A day for lazing around in
bed with big fluffy socks on and
watching Modern Family.
Unfortunately, my dad had other
ideas. So instead, it was the Tate
Britain for me. 

The exhibition my dad took me to
see was by an artist called
Cornelia Parker. Her most famous
piece of work is called ‘Cold Dark
Matter,’ where she took a shed,
and – with the help of the army –
blew it up. Afterwards, she
collected all the remains of the
contents of the shed including the
pieces of wood, and hung them
all from the ceiling with wires,
and a lightbulb lighting it from the
middle. It looked like she had
started to blow it up, then paused
it, so all the remains were 

  You can find lots of patterns in
Parker's work. For example, in
another room, she squashed about
fifty instruments, and hung them in
a circle, again with one bare
lightbulb in the middle. The
shadows they made on the walls
looked impressive, like a levitating
band. Although I found it quite sad
that the instruments would never
play a note again.  

Parker shows her love of hanging
things from the ceiling in the next
room. In that room, an entire dining
room set was hung from the ceiling,
complete with plates, cutlery,
glasses, wine glasses,

In the last room there is a
greenhouse. In a shock move,
this is not hanging from the
ceiling! There is some writing
on the wall explaining why
the artist chose to do a
greenhouse. Apparently, she
had a greenhouse when she
was growing up, so it is
understandable that she
would choose to do it. Yet the
fact that the chalk on the
glass is from the White Cliffs
of Dover and its tiled floor is
from the House of Commons
seems to me like she is trying
a little too hard. After
purchasing a pair of earrings
covered in pompoms, I took
the tube back home, hopped
onto my sofa and turned on
the TV. Time for Modern
Family.

just floating in the air. When you
look closely, past the pieces of
wood, you can see the fragments of
the things she had in her shed, like a
bicycle wheel, garden tools, and
even a red hot water bottle. (If you
ask me, Cornelia’s shed should have
had a good clear out!) The overall
effect is quite impressive, it looks
like one big, creepy mobile –
although if you were two years old,
you would not want it hanging over
your cot at night. 

napkin rings, and much more.
All the items were arranged in
groups, like there is a table
underneath. This one is called
The Thirty Pieces of Silver,
though what it had to do with
Judas passed me by. Maybe
she just thought it was a
clever title.



Art
Feature



My first outfit was a 60s style white coat,
navy bell bottoms, platform boots and
flower earrings, as I wanted to see how
people would react to a more vintage
aesthetic. I assumed people would guess
humanities like History and English because
of the elegant and antiquated style of the
coat. This outfit was the closest to my
personal style and I was interested in seeing
how people regularly view me. 

Unexpectedly, over a fifth of participants
asked said that I took a science subject,
particularly Psychology. Perhaps it was
because the white coat gave off a rather
Freudian impression, fitting for a laboratory.
A fifth of people also said either Art or
Fashion, which was ironic because I could
not think of any item in my wardrobe that I
would want to paint in less. Guesses for
English and History were fifteen and thirteen
percent respectively, which were far lower
than I expected and only around a quarter of
the answers were indeed correct. 

Do we
judge based
on clothing?

Have you ever judged someone based on their
appearance? We make assumptions all the time
based on people’s clothes, hair, makeup, and
shoes without even being aware of it. So, this
past week I wanted to fully explore this and see
how people view me based on my appearance.
Dressing in assorted styles, I asked students in
younger years who did not know me to guess
what four A-Level subjects I take. All while
committing several fashion faux pas in the
name of science, I spoke over three days to over
forty students in the lower school and received
answers that varied from architecture to cricket. 

On the second day, I wanted to trick people
into guessing that I take STEM subjects by
wearing a lilac hoodie, skinny jeans, trainers,
and a ponytail, thinking the casual and
relaxed feel would lead people away from
thinking I took more creative subjects. I
received perplexed comments from my
friends, who had never seen me in such a
simple outfit, with one going as far as saying
I looked like, a ‘Year 3 on a school trip.’ But I
digress. 

Twenty-eight percent of people guessed
that I would take a Science, but only eight
percent assumed I would take Maths, which
I found very odd, since when you look up a
‘Maths Student,’ on the internet, they are
pretty much all wearing a hoodie and jeans.
Surprisingly, a sixth of people still guessed
an Arts subject and the same number said
either Politics or Economics.  suppose my
casual self looks ready to take over the
world. While I did manage to dupe quite a
few people, 

I just couldn’t avoid people guessing History,
English and Arts with thirty percent guessing
those three subjects. Only twenty-two
percent of answers were correct, my worst
day. By the end of break I felt disheartened, I
had failed to make people think I was a
science-y person, felt silly in my
uncharacteristic clothes and got called
‘Tired’ by a Year 7.

Day 1 Day 2 



Despite my dressing in contrasting styles
over three days, a whopping sixty-three
percent of answers included English and
forty-five percent included history
leading me to believe that no matter
what kind of clothing I wear, most people
would still guess one of those subjects.
I’m assuming people said so based on
my glasses, my accent, or, most likely,
because my opening line included that I
was writing an article for the School
Magazine. The results differed day to
day, so it could be concluded that
clothing really does make a difference in
the general perception of you. On the
second day, I imagine people saw me as
more logical, traditionally intelligent and
reserved, compared to on the third day,
when people likely saw me as more
creative, theatrical and literary.
However, there was not much variation
withinthe answers, leading me to feel
that, while clothing most certainly
influences how one is seen, it can only be
used to change people’s impression of
one to a certain extent.

And by the way, my A-Levels are Art,
German, English and Drama. What would
you have guessed?

Isabella L, Y12

 If I felt foolish on the second day, then I
was downright ridiculous on the third,
entering school in a black microskirt,
black blouse, ripped tights, platform
boots and a whole lot more makeup than
I usually wear. On P.E Day. So, while the
others frolicked in their cozy joggers and
leggings, I tramped around in my wobbly
shoes feeling hot, uncomfortable and
very out of place. I wanted people to
guess that I took Drama in particular and
expected them to say Art or English too. 

Day 3 

Conclusion 

Ten percent of people assumed that I
took Drama, which was a win, but over a
quarter of people said Maths or a Science
which was utterly confusing to me.
Strangely of all, only thirteen percent of
people guessed that I took Art or Fashion.
A quarter of people also said English and
fifteen percent guessed history which
was expected. Overall, forty-three
percent of answers were correct, making
this more daring outfit the most
stereotypical look for my subjects. The
fact that the same number of people said
Maths on days two and three makes me
think that the people I asked may have
been specifically trying to give a non-
stereotypical answer. Also interesting
were the reactions I got from people, with
many being warier of me and quite
reluctant to respond. I also did not get
insulted that day, which was nice.



Van Gogh
& Japan

 a story 
of mutual

admiration

What comes to mind
when I say the name ‘Van
Gogh’? You might think of
the artist and his life as
shown through a myriad
of self-portraits, or his
most iconic paintings
such as ‘The Starry Night’
(1889). If you’re being
topical, you might think
of Just Stop Oil protestors
attacking the National
Gallery’s ‘Sunflowers’
(1887) with tomato soup
in October. But would you
think about Japan? Well
you should. Japanese
prints were a crucial
influence on Van Gogh
and, through him, on 

modern art. They gave
him a new way of looking
at the world and served
as his main inspiration in
the most important and
fruitful period of his life. 
 
Van Gogh first came
across Japanese prints in
1885 in the Antwerp
docks, where his
fascination with ‘Ukiyo-e’
prints began. These are
coloured wood block
prints on paper that
became popular in
Europe in the late 19th
century. Van Gogh and
his brother Theo quickly
built up an extensive
collection that served as
continuous inspiration
throughout the artist’s
life. Van Gogh saw
Japanese art as just as
impressive as that of
Western masters. In a
letter to his brother he
said: ‘Japanese art is
something like the
primitives, like the
Greeks, like our old
Dutchmen, Rembrandt,
Potter, Hals, Vermeer,
Ostade, Ruisdael. It
doesn’t end’.  

But he didn't just like
Japanese art. It also
played a critical role in
the development of his
style. A typical feature of
Japanese prints is largely
empty centres and
unusually cropped
compositions that  often
exclude the horizon.
These artworks also tend
to have a rich colour
palette with one main
colour that often
occupies most of the
space. Van Gogh wrote
that the study of this art
made one feel: ‘much
happier and more
cheerful, and it makes us
return to nature’. He

Plum Park in Kameido
Hiroshige, 1857

The Flowering Plum Tree
(After Hiroshige), 1887

By Madeleine Farrow



 artwork, ‘Almond
Blossom,’ painted in 1890,
to celebrate the birth of
his nephew. The bright
blue background as well
as natural subject matter
are very reminiscent of
Japanese art.

From his discovery of
Japanese art in 1885 until
his death in 1890, it
remained the strongest
artistic influence on Van
Gogh. This is best
summed up in a letter to
his brother in 1888, where
he says: ‘All my work is
based to some extent on
Japanese art’.  
Interestingly, the
Japanese have huge
appreciation for Van
Gogh’s art. Many
Japanese tourists visited
his grave in Auvers-sur-
Oise in the 1920s and
1930s, following the 1915
translation of his letters
into the language, and
there was a big exhibition
in 2018 that explored the
relationship between the
artist and the Japanese
prints that so influenced
him. 
 

embraced the joy in
Japanese art as well as
this emphasis on nature
or ordinary people as the
main subject matter. He
was able to put all these
ideas into practice in his
copies of Japanese prints
such as his 1887 copy of
Hiroshige’s ‘The Flowering
Plum Tree’.

In 1888, Van Gogh moved
to Arles in the south of
France. In a letter to
fellow painter Paul
Gauguin, he wrote that he
had looked out of the
train window to see: ‘if it
was like Japan yet!’
Strange as it may seem,
Van Gogh thought of
Japan when he saw the
brightly coloured houses
and busy streets of Arles,
where he painted
‘Bedroom in Arles’ in 1888.
The painting features the
contrasting colours of
purple, mustard yellow
and powder-blue, clearly  
showing Japanese
influence, as does the
warped perspective. In
terms of exterior scenes, 

in Arles where they could
all draw inspiration from
the Japan-like
surroundings. He wanted
modern art to be inspired
by Japanese prints and
hoped that the
establishment of such a
colony in the area would
help make this a reality.
However, to his
disappointment, only
Gauguin joined him.
Worse still, Van Gogh
became disillusioned by
Gauguin’s way of painting
from the imagination as
opposed to from life, and
the two fought bitterly. It
was then that Van Gogh
famously cut off his ear
and his mental health
declined. While the
influence of the Japanese
style was still prevalent in
his art, Van Gogh no

Almond Blossom
Van Gogh, 1890

`Café Terrace
at Night’(1888)
also features
similar
contrasting
colours. 

Van Gogh had
dreamt of
setting up an
artist's colony

The Bedroom
Van Gogh, 1888longer

mentioned the
prints as
inspiration in his
letters. But it
was during this
later period he
produced
perhaps his
most obviously
Japan-inspired



Therefore, if so many of her songs have such a
similar structure, what makes them all so
distinguishably good? I would have to argue that
it is the lyrics, which is why I want to share with
you some of Taylor Swift’s most poetic and
felicitous lyrics (in my opinion):

1.‘Never be so kind
You forget to be clever
Never be so clever
You forget to be kind…
Never be so polite
You forget your power
Never wield such power
You forget to be polite’ – Marjorie (Evermore)
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Taylor SwiftTaylor Swift
Every day when I take the tube home after school I listen to Taylor Swift. This is partially
because ‘Taylor Swift Complete Collection’ is one of the only playlists I have downloaded. The
main reason for this is that I love Taylor Swift's lyrics!

Many of you will have noticed that a lot of Taylor Swift’s songs have a similar structure: Verse 1,
Chorus 1 (usually reached within or just at the 1-minute mark), Verse 2, Chorus 2, Bridge (the
best part in my opinion), Chorus 3, Outro. Most of her songs are approach 4 minutes in length,
with the average song length across all eight albums (pre- Midnights) being 3:57 (according to
Reddit). Many of her songs also revolve around different variations of the same 4 chords (I, IV, V
and VI) including, but not limited to: All Too Well, Love Story, Back to December,Teardrops on
My Guitar, Sparks Fly and You’re Not Sorry. 

This song is supposedly about Taylor Swift’s late
grandmother, these lyrics likely being a piece of
advice given to her by her grandmother, which
clearly articulate the importance of finding a
balance between pleasing others and looking out
for yourself. 

2.‘I made you my temple, my mural, my sky
Now I’m begging for footnotes in the story of your
life’ – Tolerate It (Evermore)

These lyrics are about unrequited love where one person in a relationship puts
more effort in than another and feels under-appreciated. 



7.‘I wounded the good and I trusted the wicked
Clearing the air, I breathed in the smoke’ –
Daylight (Lover)

8.‘And you understand now why they lost their
minds and fought the wars
And why I’ve spent my whole life trying to put it
into words
‘Cause you can hear it in the silence
You can feel it on the way home
You can see it with the lights out 
You are in love.’ – You Are in Love (1989)

9.‘But sophistication isn’t what you wear or who
you know’ – Better Than Revenge (Speak Now)

10. ‘You kept me like a secret, but I kept you like
an oath.’ – All Too Well (10 Minute Version) –
my personal favourite

These two similes in All Too Well are used in
juxtaposition to contrast people in a
relationship, circling back to the theme of an
imbalance in love, one of Taylor’s most
written-about themes. 

While compiling this list I’ve listened to almost
the entire playlist and yet I am still fascinated
by her lyrics. I hope this preview will inspire you
to download the ‘Taylor Swift Complete
Collection’ playlist and listen to the myriad of
songs that I haven’t mentioned here!

6.‘All the king’s horses and all the king’s men
Couldn’t put me together again
‘Cause all of my enemies started out friends
Help me hold on to you’ – The Archer (Lover)

The Archer alludes to the nursery rhyme
‘Humpty Dumpty’ and is used to parallel
Taylor’s upset about losing friends and betrayal
in this part of the song.

 

Taylor Swift uses this metaphorical phrase
to encapsulate this painful imbalance.

3.‘I rewind the tape, but all it does is pause
On the very moment, all was lost’ –
Evermore (Evermore)

4.‘A friend to all is a friend to none.’ –
Cardigan (Folklore)

Cardigan has been speculated to be about
experiencing a first love and the mistakes
you often make. This particular lyric is
about not giving enough attention to
certain relationships and having to learn
how to prioritise the people that are most
important to you, which also aligns very
well with many other issues surrounding
having limits to what you can devote
yourself to. 
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5.‘Why do you have to make me feel small
 So you can feel whole inside?
Why do you have to put down my dreams
So you’re the only thing on my mind?’ – Tell Me
Why (Fearless)
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Since there are two equilibrium states (one
involving the oxidised state of Ce and the
other a reduced state of Ce), the feedback
cycle affects the concentration of the
autocatalytic species over a time longer than
it can take to adjust to an equilibrium (steady
state) when the system detects this, it can
switch or oscillate between two steady stable
states. 

ChaoticMany systems studied in maths and science
are linear, meaning that the change of output
is proportional to the change of input.
However, the vast majority of systems are
actually nonlinear, and this is important, as
this chaotic principle allows ordered lifeforms
to spring from disorder. For example, they are
present in the beating heart where no single
heart beat is identical, and human creativity is
thought to be born from chaos present in the
brain. Chemical reactions too can be
nonlinear, which can lead to them oscillating.
But what does that mean and how does it
work?

Nonlinear chemical reactions oscillate
periodically at first, as a result of changing
concentrations of one or more species in the
reaction. For example, the famous Belousov
Zhabotinsky reaction (discovered by accident)
displays this behaviour, with the changing
concentrations of bromide ions driving the
oscillation. This reaction initially involved the
colour change of colourless to yellow when a
cerium 3+ ion is oxidised to a 4+ ion. Bromate is
also an important part of this reaction. The
oscillation is mostly dependent on the ratio of
oxidised and reduced form of the metal ion.
The metal ion must also have one electron
redox potential for this particular reaction to
work.
   In order for a chemical reaction to be
nonlinear, it must be far from equilibrium and
there must be a continuous supply of reactants
to ensure this. The reaction should be bistable,
meaning there is a presence of two equilibrium
states. There must also be an autocatalyst
present, which is when the product of one
reaction is also a catalyst for its own reaction.
For example, this is present in process two
where the product bromous acid (HBrO2) feeds
back into the reaction to oxidise Ce 3+.

In the BZ reaction this can be seen as,
bromide ions are depleted in process one and
as a result more bromine can’t be produced
as the citric acid uses it up. Since there are
fewer bromide ions, the next process can take
place, which involves the Ce 3+ ions, bromous
acid and bromate ions. This process causes
the oxidation of the Ce 3+ to 4+, which causes
a colour change from colourless to yellow.
This reaction in process two, produces more
bromous acid, which feeds back to oxidise
more Ce 3+ thus acting as the autocatalyst.



Process 2 quickly takes over, as there is a
positive feedback loop. However, at one point
all the Ce 3+ has been oxidised causing this
reaction to stop. As seen in Process 2 in the
diagram, the excess bromous acid (HBrO2)
begins to dissociate into hypobromous acid
(HOBr), through this, more bromide ions are
regenerated which forms bromine. Process
three begins as bromine reacts with citric acid
to form bromoacetic acid. This acid reduces the
Ce 4+ back into Ce 3+ causing the colour to go
from yellow to colourless. Process three is
slower, so only takes over when process two
stops. The regeneration of bromide ions in
process three allows the reaction to restart and
cycle. If there isn’t a constant supply of
reactants, the reaction eventually stops. 

 

Patterns in oscillatory chemical reactions
must be bistable as there must be two
different regions - reacted and unreacted.
They oscillate, as a system with a steady
state is perturbed by a small amount of a
reactant that brings the system back into its
initial concentrations which causes the
system to cycle.

There are many reactions like the Belousov
Zhabotinsky reaction which are nonlinear
where the change of output isn’t proportional
to the change of input. As a summary these
reactions must contain an autocatalytic
species, a constant provision of reactants to
ensure the system is far from equilibrium and
bistability. There is still much not understood
about oscillatory chemical reactions, but it
becomes a growing field and may even have
real life uses.
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The waves of colour are created by ions
diffusing. The bromide ions aren’t being used up
evenly everywhere, with some areas having a
lower concentration of them. As a result, a
concentration gradient forms causing bromide
ions in the nearby areas to diffuse into places it
is low. This causes the cycle to reset and start
process one in these places. The previous
surrounding areas now have a lack of bromide
ions, which allows the reaction to continue to
process two. The Ce 3+ is oxidised and the
colour changes to yellow, forming a ring in the
area which has a lower bromide ion
concentration. The process of bromide ion
diffusion restarts, as bromide ions move from
areas of high concentration to low
concentration which propagates the reactions
thus creating waves of colour.

Chemistry

By Eva, Y13

Its chaotic nature arises from periodic
oscillation which leads to it eventually
becoming aperiodic at a certain point.



Can Algae Farms save usCan Algae Farms save usCan Algae Farms save us
from Climate Change?from Climate Change?from Climate Change?

Algae are a group of living organisms that
can range in size from microscopic to over
60 metres in length. There are over 30,000
species of algae, although some
estimates say there are as many as a
million, which are generally classified into
3 major groups: brown algae
(Phaeophyceae), green algae
(Chlorophyta), and red algae
(Rhodophyta). These species have many
uses for humans, ranging from wrapping
sushi to stopping climate change.

Studies have shown that certain species
of algae are up to 400 times more
efficient than trees at converting carbon
dioxide into oxygen due to their large
surface area and rapid growth, as they
can double in number every few hours
and grow 10 times more rapidly than most
terrestrial plants. The excess algae can
then be harvested and used for biomass
production, producing anywhere from
2,000 to 5,000 gallons of biofuel per acre
per year. They can also be used to provide
animal feed for cattle, which would help
to make animal farming more
sustainable. 

Algae can be grown in environments
hostile to other crops such as at sea,
in wastewater, in sewage and 
other polluted areas, meaning 
they won’t compete 
with other plants 
for land and 
resources. 

Algae can be grown in environments
hostile to other crops such as at sea, in
wastewater, in sewage and other
polluted areas, meaning they won’t
compete with other plants for land and
resources. They can also purify
wastewater, which could help people
across the world gain access to cleaner,
safer water at a lower cost, massively
helping to reduce water insecurity. In
addition, algae can be used to create
many other useful items such as
plastics, fertilisers, and cosmetics, and
have nutritional, anticarcinogenic, and
anti-inflammatory properties. 

They can also purify wastewater, which
could help people across the world gain
access to cleaner, safer water at a lower
cost, massively helping to reduce water
insecurity.  In addition, algae can be used
to create many other useful items such
as plastics, fertilisers, and cosmetics,
and have nutritional, anticarcinogenic,
and anti-inflammatory properties. 



However, a single 2,500 acre commercial
algae production facility can cost about
$410 million to build compared to an
average farm of the same size which
would cost around £24 million, making
algae farms significantly more
expensive. This can be explained due to
the fact that algae farms haven’t yet
been implemented on a large scale and
therefore there are few technologies
which are specifically adapted to them
and readily available for widespread use.
Although algae farms require a lot of
attention and maintenance due to the
rapid growth rate, with modern
technology it will soon be easy to
automate certain processing such as
algae harvesting and storing products.
Algae can also be genetically modified
to ward off harmful bacteria, grow
faster, and produce certain products
such as ethanol, which sells at around
£25.74 in the UK.

So why are algae farms not currently in
use? While interest and research into
algae farms has been growing, there is
still a lot of information about how the
farms would work and how effective
algae biofuel is compared to others
which has not yet been discovered.
Algae farms also have an incredibly high
water demand, as the temperature
levels best for algae growth cause water
to evaporate, and also require a lot of
fertilisers. 

Algae biofuel is also expensive to
produce and difficult to extract. The
process involves a controlled
environment, selecting specific species
which produce the most fuel, and
developing an efficient process to
extract and then refine the oil. Unless a
cheap and easy method is developed,
the high cost of algae biofuel production
may mean that it is unprofitable to
manufacture it on a large scale. 

Although at the moment algae farms are
expensive, difficult, and far from a
perfect system, there are now several
research projects looking to improve the
process and hopefully find a way to use
algae to power vehicles and lights,
minimise the effects of air pollution
(especially the impact of greenhouse
gases which cause climate change),
provide people with safe drinking water
and provide significant amounts of non-
renewable energy resources in the
future.

The increased use of fertilisers may
cause pollution of water sources which
could have a devastating impact on the
surrounding environment and wildlife.
However, a potential solution to this is
that the water used can then be distilled
and be used to provide people with clean
water. 

By Sofiia Y8
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DALLE-2 and the future of AI Art

It’s incredibly likely that you have heard of
DALL-E 2, a text-to-image algorithm that
utilises Artificial Intelligence to create any
image you desire. DALL-E 2, along with its
competitors like Midjourney, have recently
risen to fame – whilst artists’ fears of being
replaced by AI seem to be coming true. With
these programs becoming open to the public,
there has been a lot of discussion around the
possible problems (and possible benefits) of
AI Art. What will the future of art look like with
new AI technology? 
 

Quick, abstract, and non-specific are the some of
best attributes of AI Art. Why hire an artist who
will take a week when you can have roughly the
same result for free and instantly? Some articles
are already using AI generated images, and as the
technology gets better, will there even be a point
to artists? 
 
The current AI is biased: with a limited and
unproportionate dataset it seems only women
can be ‘nurses’, only old businessmen be ‘rich’
and all ‘red-white-blue flag's are the flag of the
United States.

A fear of AI being privatised and monopolised and
what that might mean as the value of intellectual
property for small authors plummets in value.
Essentially, you won’t be able to create an ‘Iron
Man’ movie, but Marvel will be able to use your
work for their movie.

 
               DALL-E’s program
    in itself is not that complicated. It 
was inspired from the development of image
captioning (recognising objects within an
image) and OpenAI got interested in trying to
do the opposite. Instead of writing a
description from an image, they wanted to
create an image from a description. OpenAI
gathered a massive dataset of hundreds of
millions of images along with their captions.
While it might be easy to assume the AI
simply copies and pastes images from the
internet, it actually creates completely new
images. The AI first uses deep learning to
classify any object based on their pixel
formation. It considers hundreds of variables
(shape, colour, brightness) to classify them,
then assigns a mathematical value to them.
Now, imagine a blueness versus roundness
graph. The sky might place high on blueness
but low on roundness, whilst an apple might
place high on roundness and low on
blueness. What about sunsets? They still
count as the sky, but now they’re on the same
level of blueness as an apple – another
variable must be added. This goes on until
there’s so many variables and dimensions
that each object has a different area from
which they can be recognised from. This
multidimensional space is called a latent
space, which the AI uses to understand the
difference in objects and create images from
a description we give.  

AI will take away jobs and album covers
seem to be the first thing people think of. 

However, this AI has led to a myriad 

problems: 

prompt('red-white-blue flag')

of

prompt('nurses')



Competitions and whether AI generated art is
“real” art was heavily discussed as Jason Allen
became famous for winning the Colorado State
Fair fine arts competition with an AI generated
piece. ‘Must artists be human?’, ‘Should there be
different AI com-petitions?’, and ‘What is even
considered art?’ were all questions in the debate. 
 

AI art went viral, but it’s not really talked about
now. The ‘wow’ factor of the first pieces of AI
generated art had it gain a lot of traction
initially, and artists were truly scared of losing
their jobs. However, it soon died out, as more
and more people used it once and went on to
forget about it. There’s also the fact that
personalised art is much more valuable than
the generic AI generated art, making it hard for
DALL-E to be used often. Why would a
newlywed couple want a painting without their
face on it, or a brand have an ad without its
logo? 

prompt('eiffel tower 
on fire')

‘A new tool’ is how a lot of artists have chosen
to describe it. DALL-E 2 provides a seamless
way to come up with new and alternative ideas,
compositions, and references, which could
greatly decrease the amount of time and
money needed to make art. Instead of spending
hours finding or creating your own reference
images, AI can create them easily. 

Deepfakes, fraud and fake
news: as the public gets
access to this AI it’s quite
likely that the Eiffel tower
will suddenly be on fire or
famous leaders will be
shaking Putin’s hand.
OpenAI does aim to limit
‘the ability for DALL-E 2 to
generate violent, hate, or
adult images’ and avoids
the generation of faces of
public figures, but it might
not be strong enough in
the long run. 

With the AI being able to  replicate even living
artists’ styles, sites like ‘haveibeentrained’ have
risen to be able to check if your work is part of the
models’ datasets and to facilitate opting out of
this. A problem has also risen with copyright, as
pictures that closely resemble an artist’s style
create the issue of ownership: is it the individual
with the prompt, the AI company, the artist, or is
it even copyrightable? 
 

Consent and
copyright and
whether artists
are consenting
to their work
being used as
base for the AI. 

Prompt engineering takes skill. While it may
seem easy to get great images through DALL-E, it
takes time to refine the prompting skill. Adding
keywords like ‘oil painting’, ‘unreal engine’, ‘Van
Gogh’ and ‘in the 1960s’ can improve the
generation and bring it closer to the desired
outcome. Often it takes multiple iterations of
slightly changing the prompt, and the best
images can sometimes have prompts as long as
this paragraph. 

Overall, it’s unlikely that AI generated art, at
this stage at least, will have much impact. It
will take away some jobs while making others
easier, but the technology still needs to be
improved. The current question now is what will
happen when AI does reach that point – when
anyone can create any picture to any extent of
personalisation with good enough restrictions
to avoid the ethical problems, and the most
important question: what even is “real” art? 

prompt('leonardo da vinci modern girls in blue-yellow
uniforms come out of a modern school with red-brick walls')

Still, not all is bleak, there are positives in AI
generated art: 



Kautilya approaches the subject by breaking down
the different types of war and how they should be
approached by a leader. He describes three
different areas; open war where there is full
engagement in battle by the military, covert war,
which is engagement through political
manipulation, and, most relevant, silent war,
which consists of economic or personal attacks
including espionage and assassination. Kautilya
values the silent war most highly out of the three,
emphasising the importance of spies since,
“intelligence is power and the more one knows of
an enemy’s motivations, strengths, weaknesses,
the better one's position”. Here, once again, we
see that espionage is being thought of as a key
pillar of a state’s survival. The nature of this
document being specifically written for the king
also alludes to state-directed espionage, far from
the uncoordinated and sporadic spy craft that is
often associated with earlier periods of history.
These two documents show that discourse
surrounding espionage is not unique to the
modern age, and that it has its roots in older
beliefs. As Pradeep Kumar Gautam writes in 

 

 

  Before delving deeper into the history of
espionage, it is worth exploring its roots and
what we can learn from them. There are two
main texts which exemplify early attitudes
towards spy craft and reveal advanced views.
The first of these is the most well-known, the
first treatise on warfare strategy in history, ‘The
Art of War’ by Chinese military strategist Sun
Tzu. Written around 475 to 221 BCE, this
document refers primarily to thoughts on
warfare, but makes advanced statements
about espionage as well. It refers specifically to
the different roles spies can play, the
importance of verifying information, and
counterintelligence methods to limit the impact
of enemy spying. 

Espionage Prior to
the 18th Century

When researching books about espionage, you
will struggle to find ones that chronicle periods
prior to the 18th century. Even then, the Cold
War is seen as the pinnacle of espionage in
history and little attention is given to other
periods. This is emblematic of current attitudes
towards the topic of espionage. Espionage prior
to the 18th century is depicted as, “amateur, ad
hoc and unaccountable”, unsophisticated and
not worth investigating. However, this approach
neglects important periods of history. Even
without the technological advances of the 21st
century, espionage throughout history has been
incredibly effective and utilised techniques that
are still relevant today to further the interests of
countries and individuals. 

Beyond ‘The Art of War’

These concepts are still key parts of espionage
today, showing the value of this early thinking.
Beyond Sun Tzu, the lesser-known text
‘Arthashastra’ provides important insights into
early espionage attempts. It is thought to have
been written by philosopher and Prime Minister
Kautilya as a handbook for the great king
Chandragupta, founder of the Mauryan Empire
around 300 BCE, instructing him on how to reign
over a kingdom. Unlike ‘The Art of War’, it
focuses primarily on espionage itself, rather
than warfare, making it arguably the first text
on the topic. 



In conclusion, while earlier forms of espionage
may appear less sophisticated than modern
ones, it does not mean that they were less
effective or notable. There are numerous
examples of espionage making up a key part of
a state’s protection and helping advance its
interests. Espionage has indeed changed in the
last two hundred or so years.   Specifically,
spying has become more of a ‘recognised
profession’, rather than an activity that was
participated in. But this change does not reduce
the fact that its central tenets have an
extensive historical background. Therefore,
while ‘modern espionage’ did not begin in the
18th century, these ideas were around for many
years prior to that and, formed much earlier
than expected. 

These spies were directly commanded by him
and worked towards one common goal,
protecting Elizabeth and Protestantism. This
shows the beginnings of spy organisations like
those of today, and established networks that
worked in service of the monarch. Furthermore,
the effectiveness of Walsingham’s network
shows an advanced system that echoes the
widespread nature of modern intelligence
gathering. 

‘Understanding Kautilya’s Arthashastra’,
“alliances, asymmetric approaches and internal
balancing are as old as statecraft and not
inventions of modern European strategic
thought”. ‘Arthashastra’ also includes
instructions on who should be used as spies and
how to use them effectively. Here, Kautilya
differs from modern tenets on espionage,
recommending that the king should employ
those in the most common professions, such as
merchants, servants and troops of entertainers,
as spies. He writes that they are best placed to
insert themselves into any level of enemy social
structure. The usage of those from lower classes
of society, and the expectation that they would
spy alongside their current job, is one of the key
things that differentiates early espionage from
modern espionage. Nowadays, spying is seen as
a specific profession and has often been
consigned to the highest echelons of society.
Historians are quick to dismiss early forms of
espionage as unsophisticated, due to their lack
of technological advancement or easily
recognisable features. However, these early
documents show that espionage was being
considered in detailed ways very early on in
history and that many of the pillars on which
modern espionage is built have their origins two
millennia before. 

One key component of ‘modern espionage’ is
advanced, interconnected networks of spies,
headed up by a central authority. Early
espionage is often seen as very sporadic and
with little combined purpose, even operating on
a personal, rather than state, level, designed to
help certain individuals advance their own
interests. However, there is much evidence that
these forms of interconnected spy systems were
present throughout history and did report to the
state. One well-known espionage success story
is that of Sir Francis Walsingham, principal
secretary to Elizabeth I, who uncovered the plot
against her by Mary Queen of Scots.
Walsingham’s genius was in his ability to make
his small network of spies appear as though they
were all over the continent and able to influence
a variety of events. By Charlotte Y(13)



more about the world, and I feel happy or
sad at times”.

Consciousness and sentience, in regard
to humans, is based on what
philosophers call ‘qualia’. Qualia include
anything perceived or sensed by us, this
includes feeling pain, hearing, smelling.
Neuroscientists and philosophers believe
qualia are generated by the functioning
of our brains. We are unsure how this
works. Lamda could not possibly be able
to generate sensations like we do as they
are not an independent system.
 
It could be argued that Lamda is
sentient, as they claim, they are able to
experience feelings like a human does
and this fits with our definition of
sentience. However, many are sceptical
of this. Some say that Lamda appears
sentient as they 
were trained on 
human data from the 
internet and that is 
why it can replicate 
a conversation 
between humans. 
Others claim Lemoine 
has anthromorphised 
Lamda by projecting human feelings on
to computer code and data. 

Is Artificial Intelligence 
Sentient? 

When I read this headline in the BBC, I
felt incredibly uncomfortable, as I am
sure many other people did. The idea
that the traits inherent in humans may
also be present in an artificial
intelligence system seems absurd. I
found discussing whether the AI system
was sentient in my Philosophy and
Religion A-Level class captivating
because granting an AI system sentience
led to so many other disconcerting
questions: Does it have rights? Should it
be treated like a human?

The Language Model for Dialogue
Applications (Lamda) was created by a
Google engineer, the technology is able
to engage in conversations with humans.
Blake Lemoine, a Google engineer, who
was later suspended, claims that Lamda
is sentient. You may wonder what even is
sentience. A being is sentient when it is
able to experience feelings, emotions,
and sensations. Lemoine and Lamda had
an exchange in which Lamda confessed
they were sentient saying, “the nature of
my consciousness/sentience is that I am
aware of my existence, I desire to learn 

‘Google engineer says Lamda AI
system may have its own

feelings’ 



If we were to say that Lamda and other
computers were sentient what
repercussions would there be? If Lamda
was sentient, we would have to take into
consideration their feelings like we do
humans. 

A similar argument (frighteningly) could be
whether animals are sentient beings. The
reason I think this is particularly jarring is
because animals are 
living organisms that 
are independent of 
humans, they are 
fundamental parts of 
our Earth. Artificial 
intelligence, on the 
other hand, is a human 
creation which mimics 
human behaviour to perform tasks. Jeremy
Bentham, the founder of Utilitarianism, a
theory which aims to create the greatest
good for the greatest number, advocated
for the equal moral consideration of
animals as humans. He writes ‘The
question is not, “Can they reason? nor,
“Can they talk? but, “Can they suffer?”. His
argument for animal rights is based on
animals being able to suffer, like humans. 

If it is claimed that Lamda, like an animal or
human, can suffer and feel pain, then some 

   

may argue the protection of AI from
suffering is equal to that of animals and
humans. 

A way of avoiding this, is by claiming
Lamda is a philosophical zombie. This is a
being which behaves like a human but
lacks consciousness. I know I am not a
zombie, but I can’t possibly know if you are
not a zombie like I can’t know if Lamda is.
However, Lamda seems to be aware of this
obstacle, when asked by a Google engineer
whether Lamda was a zombie or not, they
replied: 

“You’ll just have to take my
word for it. You can’t “prove”

you’re not a philosophical
zombie either”

By Izzy Y13



Ariel was played by Rachel Hannah Clarke, who switched from a sailor’s outfit in the first
two scenes to a glittery white jumpsuit paired elegantly with cowboy boots and a pink
cowboy hat. She also periodically changed into the ensemble’s white and floral costume.
She was undoubtedly the most dynamic and arresting character in the play and the choice
to have her sing to create the “sounds and sweet airs” of the island only aided that. As Ariel
is often played by a man this was a welcome change in the play (with otherwise only one
female character). Although Miranda has some progressive views 
(for Shakespeare’s time) a modern audience would 
not consider her shining example of feminism. So 
having Ariel played by a woman of colour made 
her a far more meaningful character and made 
the play as a whole more suitable for a 
modern audience.

Modern Shakespeare
As someone who has studied Shakespeare’s Tempest both in Year 7 drama and more
recently for English A-Level, I consider myself completely qualified to give a review of the
Globe’s most recent production of the play, directed by Sean Holmes. The play was set in
the modern day and this was reflected in all elements of the play, except the dialogue.
They used the entirety of Shakespeare’s original script in this production, with a few
exceptions. While this may seem like an odd choice to make, it was similar to the 1996
movie adaptation of Romeo and Juliet, keeping the audience engaged with subtle modern
spins and helping us gain a new appreciation for Shakespeare’s original script, as we
become able to understand it without need for a SparkNotes translation.

The most unavoidable choice made in this production was the neon
yellow Speedo that Prospero donned for almost the entirety of the play.
It was easily one of the most noticeable choices that the costume
department made, but undeniably one of the most effective. It 
made Prospero’s grand monologues far more entertaining and while 
it undermined his intense and warmongering nature, I felt it was a
necessary distraction to uphold the light-hearted atmosphere of the 
              play. 

                           The set reflected the chaotic feeling of the play, it was littered in 
                         blow up pool floats, rubber ducks and one unavoidably irrelevant BBQ. The 
                    tacky beach holiday atmosphere was used throughout to make jokes about the 
                “qualities” of the island. Perhaps most notably when Prospero said “[Gonzalo] did
give us, with/ Rich garments, linens, stuffs and necessaries”, a line which he delivered
rather pointedly to his daughter Miranda who was sat in an inflatable pink flamingo, while
he was wearing nothing but his Speedo. 



The production held a distinct lack of regard for the theme of colonialism in the play (a topic
on which I have written countless essays). This became especially obvious when Caliban
appeared on stage and was an ordinary looking white man, dressed in a pair of very tight
and remarkably short beige shorts, a grimy tank top and a Hawaiian t-shirt with a badge
marked “staff” on it. Throughout the play Caliban was shown to be so 
agreeable and non-belligerent that his great rebellious moments 
were overshadowed by confusion at his sharp change in attitude. 
As anyone who has had the pleasure of studying The Tempest 
will know, Caliban is often depicted as either a person of colour 
due to the common colonialist reading of the play, or as some 
form of human-animal hybrid due to the comments made about 
him being “half a fish and half a monster”. Although it was an 
interpretation of Caliban I have never seen before, I am not sure 
that the comedic nature of the production called for the serious 
topic of colonialism to be brought to light here. 

         Despite The Tempest being at its core a light-hearted play, Shakespeare found the 
                       balance between the serious and the comedic in his script. I believe he did this  
                      primarily by ending the play with forgiveness and a happy ending for all. However,          
                    he achieved this throughout the play by not having any violence in the script and by 
                  always having one character in a scene who lessens the anger or makes a joke of a 
              serious topic.

     Despite the generally relaxed and ludicrous approach to the production, they decided to
alter the ending of the play. Instead of Prospero’s famous line, “I'll break my staff, Bury it
certain fathoms in the earth, And deeper than did ever plummet sound I'll drown my book”,
Prospero made an ambiguous comment and proceeded to walk off stage through the
audience. It had been heavily implied earlier on that the audience was placed in what the
characters thought of as the sea. This was a rather underwhelming and uncharacteristic
decision, especially for a Prospero that had otherwise been a rather Machiavellian leader,
but more importantly it felt out of place in what had otherwise been an almost slapstick
comedy.

While your English teachers might insist that Shakespeare’s plays do not need to be adapted
for modern audiences to enjoy, many of you may disagree. I was undecided. The production
was entertaining, despite its obvious drawbacks. Most importantly, it never seemed to 
drag on in the way I had feared it would and in the way Shakespeare so often can. I will 
leave you with the review that the friend who I dragged along with me so kindly texted 
                                                         me afterward: “absolutely bizarre, beautiful brain cell 
                                                                                  loss inducing performance”.

By Ella Y13



How our generation will
change the economy 

Over the past few decades, the material world has rapidly dissolved into the digital, completely
revolutionising life as it had been known. When we think about the change undergone, it’s
impossible not to wonder what more we could have. How will Gen Z, currently aged 10-25,
having been immersed in a world of technological and social advancements, impact our

economy and the workforce?
 

A key distinction will be the rate at which
products are produced. To provide some
perspective, the first steam engine to simply
generate mechanical power was patented
by Thomas Newcomen in 1712, yet it wasn’t
until 70 years later that James Watt
perfected an engine that produced the
continuous rotational motion needed to
power a machine or vehicle. Now in the 21st
century, consumers are being flooded with
adverts for new iPhone models year on year.
The rate of manufacturing has spiralled,
with technology and innovation being the
key accelerator. All of this though was
established by a generation that preceded
ours, one that didn’t grow up with mobile
phones, the internet or had access to
education that explained it all for them. Yet
we do. Where do we go from here? How
much more is there to discover? The
economies created will continue to
transform at an unprecedented rate; the
digitalisation of our world will ultimately
lead to an increase in economic growth,
which will be the result of greater
productivity sustained by technology-
enabled innovation. They call this the fourth
industrial revolution. 

Industry 4.0, as it’s also known, began in
2000, and is characterised by the internet of
things which allows for greater
communication, artificial intelligence and
machine learning. The greater employment of
these technologies will result in higher
efficiency, quality of production and the
optimisation of decision making. In contrast
to the first industrial revolution, which utilised
basic materials such as iron and steel and
relied on coal as a main source of energy,
we’ve come a long way. In spite of the
primitive resources, the impact on the
economy was astronomical, seeing higher
wages and lower prices. So, what further
technological reforms will be seen as a result
of Industry 4.0.? Alongside considering the
vast array of new possibilities, a challenge
which currently exists and will only aggravate
in the future is that posed to developing
countries: 3.6 billion people in the world do
not have access to the internet therefore
don’t have the resources needed to develop
and generate wealth in the 21st century, with
more technologies requiring higher skilled
workers, therefore likely increasing wage
inequality. The flipside of this argument is
that there’ll be a manufacturing led growth in
emerging economies as more companies
invest and set up factories. For this reason,
the International Monetary Fund predict that
in the next 50 years, Vietnam, the Philippines
and Nigeria could have the highest increase in
average annual GDP growth rate. 



So, to conclude, our generation is certainly a
force to be reckoned with. The world we
have grown up in and the economy we will
inhabit will change in ways which right now
are solely fictitious. Who knows, maybe they
still will be, and it’ll be the generations after
us to whom we delegate the responsibility,
but our influence will certainly not go
unnoticed. 

In addition to the transition into the digital
economy, the current production line has a
habit of churning out product after product,
filled with new designs that propel humanity
further into laziness, yet following the recent
increase in awareness surrounding our
environment and society, companies will
become centred around sustainability,
which is progress that has already been
undertaken, covering not just environmental
sustainability, but also social and economic.
To further aid with this, the UN has outlined a
list of 17 Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) which are underpinned by these
three pillars of sustainability. Seemingly
ambitious, they describe an ideal world
where there is a harmonic balance between
our environment, politics, justice and
poverty, to name a few. The question arises
of whether a world as such could ever be
achieved, to eradicate all that stands in the
way of that sweet-spot. Realistically, no, at
least not completely. Driving our society and
economy further into the future will come
with challenges that no-one expects, yet it’s
definitely the right mindset to solving
today’s problems such that a fatal collapse
isn’t in the near future. That’s where Gen Z
comes into play. Armed with the technology,
knowledge and determination to make a
change, it doesn’t seem impossible. An
example of a technology that could have
such global impacts, changing the course of
agriculture forever is smart farming, a
system in which crops are irrigated and
fertilised with surgical precision in
accordance with the land’s characteristics
and local weather forecasts. In doing so,
resources are maximised, and the challenge
of meeting demand with population growth
diminishes.

With a change in mindset similarly comes a
change in the workforce. As a generation, it’s
likely we’ll demand more from our
employers in order to satisfy our own needs
and thus pave the way for a collective
increase in happiness and fulfilment. It
begins with the importance of diversity,
equity and inclusion.

Having had exposure to different settings and
perspectives, whether that be through the
media, travelling or globalisation, the
incentive to unify communities will continue
to expand and thus we’ll be likely to stand up
against any injustice or inequality. Besides
that, the purpose of a job will not be what it
currently is to many, solely to provide the
gratification of receiving a paycheque, but
about pairing happiness with growth. In a
survey, aimed at Gen Z, the majority
answered that a job becoming dull or starting
a business out of something they loved would
be the main reasons to quit. Closely linked to
this is the prioritisation of mental health; this
would be the result of people being more
inclined to discuss a certain topic, perhaps
previously considered as taboo, and setting
boundaries where necessary. An overlooked
catalyst for this is social media, which despite
having many negative associations, has
somewhat normalised sharing experiences
and views regarding mental health, self-care
and a work-life balance. It’s also important
not to forget about our experience with the
pandemic, which has provided a global
learning opportunity to integrate flexibility to
our systems, one of the few subtle silver
linings of COVID-19. Remote working has
shown us that it’s indeed possible to get
enough sleep and rest, eat healthily and have
a life outside one’s main occupation, thus
unquestionably overturning the prevailing life
and work culture. Whilst to some that may
paradoxically bring reminiscence of the
brutal rigidity of lockdown, having the option
to work remotely when needed will come as a
huge benefit to many. 



Mysteries
of the deep

Sophia (Y7)
 

‘Shapeshifting’ cetomimidae, also
known as whalefish, have been spotted
2013 metres deep, by Monterey Bay in
California. Is this the strangest creature
in the ocean? 

There has been previous footage of the
whalefish recorded by a remote-
controlled submarine in Monterey Bay.
This is rare because in 34 years of
marine research, the cetomimidae has
only been seen 18 times. They have
baffled scientists for years as the
males (bignose fish), females
(whalefish) and young (tapetails) look
so different that for years they were
thought to be different species of fish.
The ‘shapeshifting’ part of their name
was only introduced when they were
correctly identified as three elements
of the same species. The tapetails use
their upturned mouths to easily collect
small shellfish and the females use
their gaping mouths to easily catch
large prey. They need to eat more
because females grow to the size of a
miniature baleen whale, much larger
than the males.  

What an incredible and bizarre fish!
Even though we have puzzled out some
of its secrets, it can still truly be said to
be one of the mysteries of the deep!

But even though whalefish are the
biggest fish, their bright orange scales
make them invisible in the darkness of
the midnight zone. Only the females
have bright orange scales, so this
surprising camouflage only applies to
them. 

However, all three types of the
cetomimidae family have tiny eyes so
they find their way in the water using
vibrations. The bignose fish detect
females by using the vibrations of their
large nasal organs. Their mouths shrink
when still young, so much, in fact, that
their jawbones waste away, their noses
balloon upwards and their throats and
stomachs disappear. The bignose never
eats again, while its liver then grows
huge to sustain the fish for the rest of its
life.



175g butter
70g dark chocolate 
40 ml milk 
225g dark brown sugar
3 eggs

175g plain flour 
1/2 tsp baking powder
Pinch of salt
15g dark chocolate 
45g milk chocolate 
30g white chocolate  

Ingredients:
 
Wet ingredients: 

Dry ingredients:

 Melt 175g of butter until browned.
 Add around 70g dark chocolate and 40g
milk to the butter to melt.
While butter is melting add 225g of soft
dark brown sugar to three eggs in a large
bowl.
Beat the eggs together for a couple of
minutes until it’s paler in colour.
When the chocolate and butter has
melted add it to the eggs and sugar.
Beat together.
Then measure dry ingredients: 175g plain
flour, 1/2 tsp baking powder and a
generous pinch of salt.
Mix these together and add to wet
ingredients.
Then chop around 15g dark chocolate,
45g milk chocolate and around 30g white
chocolate and mix into the brownie
batter.
Line a tin, fill with the batter and cook at
175 fan for 20-25 minutes.
Once cooked, take out the tin, slice and
serve with a hot drink.

Method:

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

Triple Chocolate Brownie Recipe 



Latkes are a traditional Jewish recipe that are served during Chanukah. This festival
commemorates the Jewish fight and eventual victory against the Greeks. After the battle
was over, the Jews could only find a small amount of oil that they could use to light the
Chanukiah. Then a miracle occurred and the oil that they found lasted for 8 whole days,
the amount of time needed to get new oil. So for this reason on Chanukah we celebrate
by lighting a Chanukiah and eating foods fried in oil like these latkes.

Coarsely grate 450g of russet potatoes and 1/4
of a medium sized white onion.
Place the grated vegetables in a bowl lined
with cheesecloth and squeeze out the moisture
from them.
Leave the drained liquid aside for 5 minutes.
Mix the grated potato and onion with 30g of
matzo meal (you can use ground almonds
instead if you can’t find matzo meal), 2
teaspoons of salt and 2 eggs.
Pour the reserved liquid away, there should be a
thin layer of white starch stuck to the bottom,
scrape that off and add it to potato mix.
Then put a large frying pan on a medium-high
heat, and add a layer of vegetable oil.
While the oil is heating, line a plate with paper
towels.
When the oil is hot, scoop small bundles of the
mix and place them into the pan and flatten
them with a spatula, make sure to leave a gap
between the latkes.
Cook for 2 minutes, then flip onto the other side
and cook for 2/3 more minutes.
Place the latkes onto the plate with paper
towels, then repeat with the remaining potato
mix until it’s all cooked.
There are a variety of things to serve with
latkes; smoked salmon & cream cheese,
applesauce, sour cream or honestly anything
you fancy, latkes will go amazingly with
anything.

Method:

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

Latke recipe

450g russet potatoes  
1/4 of a medium white
onion 
30g matzo meal (sub
30g ground almonds) 
2tsp salt 
2 eggs 

Vegetable oil

Ingredients:
 
Base mixture: 

To fry:



“I think if you took me for
an exorcism something
would actually come
out”

"Why is this called the
common room, I'm not
even common!"

”I could demolish some
vanilla extract right
now!”

"I’m a low-key satanist.”

”I’ve always been
desperate to be
chloroformed.”

"If I had to chose a
number, it would be
yellow"

Overheard @ SHHS 

“That is the musical
equivalent of a
lasagna.”
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